increased knowledge of the processes of word-formation, have led to increased self-consciouaness in the handling of language. They have brought greater relish of peculiar or characteristic usages, and hence more effort-sometimes desperate and varied effort-to reach new lingnistic effects. Other factors that may have helped to give special impetus to the present inclination toward fusion forms are the popularization of writing of all kinds through the spread of educxtion and the multiplication of readers, the creation of a class of professional humorous, or semi-humorous writers, mainly journalistic, and lastly the growth of realism, which has swept into print a mass of dialect forms, whimsical, perverted, and fantastic, such as never crossed the linguistic horizon of the average reader of a hundred years ago. Especially frequent of creation at ppesent, and accepted in standing, are blendfornlations in scientific nomenclature, as chloroform, or .formaldehyde, and designations created for various newly invented articles in trade, as iVu6isco wafers, made by the National Biscuit Company, SealpackerchieJfT for a sealed package of pocket-handkerchiefs, Pneu-Vac, for a vacuum cleaner, or Locomobile, for a certain variety of automobile.
But there has not been recognition, a t least not specific or definitely formulated recognition, of the fact that vague or indefinite blending exists as a mode of word-formation alongside the more obvious and intentional amalgamation which has challenged and monopolized attention hitherto. The suggestion may be speculative or conjectural, rather than concretely denionstrable ; but the hypothesis here put forward, if valid, sheds light in a few dark corners of the etymological field. The most usual modes of creating folk-words a t the present time are through imitation of natural sounds, as Jizz, Icersplash, chug-chug; through analogical extension or enlargement, as judgmatical or splenrlifeerous; through curtailments, like bus from o~tznibus, auto from auton~obile; through the creation of new words from proper names, as mercerize, mackintosh, pasteurize, boycott, and the like. Alongside these familiar methods of language creation or modification, many words peculiarly perplexing to etymologists probably originate in a sort of indefinite or eclectic fusion of certain vaguely recollected words, groups of words, or elements in words, already existing in the language. Nor is it unlikely that echoic composites of this class may equal or outrank, in number and importance, the more intentional and recognizable fusion forms which have hitherto attracted the attention of linguists. -
The process of word-coinage which, for expediency in classifying the words involved, or in characterizing their manner of origin, I have called in this paper indejnite blending, or reminiscent amalgamation, borders not only upon blending or fusion proper-definite blends of few and easily recognizable elements being the more likely to be conscious formations and to retain unimpaired the potency in implication of their various elements-but also upon onon~atopmia, or direct imitation of natural sounds, and upon the unconscious symbolism of sounds1. The latter arises partly from the nature of the sounds themselves; for example from the difference in suggestive power between open or close, high or low vowels ; in the quality of certain consonant combinations ; in the difference between explosives and continuants, between voiced consonants and voiceless. Poets in particular are likely to avail themselves of this principle to attain what is called ' tone color.' But the symbolism may also arise, or find its suggestive power, partly through associchtion with familiar established words in which these sounds occur. The subtle suggestion of combinations of letters is a subject as yet little investigated.
To proceed to specific illustration, i t is obvious that certain consonant groups are likely to retain the associations of prominent words in which they are found ; as the initial sq-of squeeze, squelch, squirt, squirm, may unconsciously convey the idea of impetus or motion, rather violent motion, perhaps. The final -sh of crush, crash, splash, wash, gush, dash, squash, mash, swash, etc., also suggests motion, in this case motion which is continuous, as symbolized by the final spirant. The factitious English and American sqush?, or sqziush, and the English squish, which have these sounds, may be direct blendings, the one of squeeze and crush, the other of squeeze and swish; but it seems more likely that they are indefinite or eclectic composites, which derive their suggestive power from the associations cr symbolism of their prominent elements. Squish is defined in Wright's Elzglish Dialect Dictionary as used in the sense of squeeze, squirt, squash, gush, mash, and these words, vaguely recollected, may well have entered into its composition. Similarly, take the case of the initial sn-of snif, snout, mu& sneeze, snore, etc., words associated with the nose, or the sense of smell. The fairly recent 'Echoic composites' might be a better name than ' indefinite composites ' for the type of blends treated in this paper, were it not for the fact that 'echoic' is usually employed by philologists not in its primary meaning-that which it would have here--but in the meaning of onomatopoetic, given it by Dr Murray, MI Bradley, and others. But see especially H. Bradley, The Making of English, p. 156-159 (1904). snuzzle, now admitted into the dictiona~.ies, rnay be a combination of this sn-with the ending of wuzzle, muzzle, guzzle; although snuzzle might be solved as s direct blend of snuf and nuzzle; or merely as the latter word with adscitious initial s. The factitious slosh, also admitted to the dictionaries, gains probably from the associations or symbolisnl of the group slush, gush, wash, splash, etc. The occasionally appearing squdgedl, or squudged, implies squeeze, crush, crowd, scrouge, and the like.
I n general it is obvious that in words so formed there would arise a feeling of natural and inherent fitness for the idea expressed. Vague conflation of this sort is an easy and tempting method of word creation2, and i t accounts readily enough for many forms for which the zealous have vainly sought foreign originals or cognates. There might be doubt as regards which words so arose; a fixed list o f ' indefinite composites' might not be possible; but there can hardly be doubt of the existence of the method itself.
Distinctive of this variety of blends, if they inay be called such, is the fact that they so often suggest or involve onomatopceia, as the words cited have shown ; also the fact that they are not felt as specific composites, as are recognized fusion forms; e.g., promptual, Jidgittcted, insinuendo, snealcret, the universaninzous of Lowell's Biglow Papew, or Wallace Irwin's kissletoe-vine and nightinylory Bii.d% There is always the sense of intrinsic fitness for the idea expressed, but not a sense of definite elements in amalgam. However, the line between blends proper and con.jectura1 or indefinite blends is sometimes hard to draw. The now well-established though lately formed squawlc may be a welding of syuealc and squall, but squeal, shriek, huwk, etc., may have haunted the niind also in its creation. Scru-I-y, of doubtfill etymology, may be a ' portmanteau form' from scozc~, older s k i~r , and hzi~ry; but, were it a recent instead of an older word, one woultl be tempted to think that sctcd, scoot, etc., might have played some part in its formation. Into splzcrge, for which no etymology has been proposed, niight enter the elements of splash, with its variants spltctter-, splutter, and lcirge.
'They're put us into boots,' said Una, 'Look a t my feet-they're all pale white, and my toes are squdged together awfully.' Kipling, 'Cold Iron,' in Rezuardu aqzd F a i~i~s .
' A decade or more ago (see Leon Mead, Holu il'ortls Gro711, X I I , 1902), the London .LcatEe~r~?y olfered prizes for fonr new words. Among those suggested were snlrnible, to signify a child's effort to express the sensation felt in the nostrils when one drinks a n effervesc~ng mineral water, scrcel, the sensation produced by hearing a knife-edge squeal on a slate, scrunglz, the noise made by a slate pencil squeaked on a slate, tzuink, a testy person full of kinks and cranks, and several similar formations obviously having their origin i n a sort of rem~niscent amalgamation. Rnunt has been thought to blend the elements of jly, jlout, vauntL, etc. The nzyowl, used by Kipling and others, may combine meow and yowl, but it involves also the suggestive power of howl, wail, yell, etc. Perhaps, if it is expedient to ntternpt to draw a definite line a t all, blend words proper may be defined as, or restricted to, those having two, or at most three, elernents in combination ; as the aiongrel qi~ituate from graduate and quit, i~tertitrb from interrupt and disturb, or conhpushity from compulsion, push, and necessity, or compushency from compulsion, push, and urgency, or boldrumptiozu from presumptuous, bold, and rumpus. Those that recall, or seem vaguely to have the potency of four words or more, might then be classed as indefinite blends. I n factitious words of the first type, the elements are often deliberately and cor~sciously chosen. I n words of the second type this is by no means to be implied. But much emphasis should not be placed on the number of elements entering into blends. Of more importance surely is the distinction fhat coinages of the type treated in this paper are created under the influence of indefinite rather than definite suggestion. Many words which are properly to be classed as indefinite composites might depend on no more than two or three words vaguely present in the user's mind.
To some, the words under discussion are 'imitative wordsg,' or ' imitative variants ' of existent established words. I n the sense that the onomatopoetic factor enters into many, as already noted, the name is often valid ; but i t is less good if ' imitative ' is meant to imply that they are made in direct imitation of other words. The impelling motive in their creation is less conscious imitation than vague recollection, with resultant fusion, of certain elements in other words ; elements which have come-largely through association or reminiscence -to have a certain symbolic power.
To attempt a fixed or exhaustive list of indefinite blends would no doubt, as already noted, prove neither very successful, nor perhaps very profitable. The short list which follows-a list which might have been indefinitely extended-is meant to be suggestive only; it supplements the illustrative words already cited. Unless entry otherwise is made, the forms listed are from Wright's English Dialect Dictionary, and 1 L. P. Smith, op. cit., supra, p. 106. 2 See slunbp, originally meaning to fall or sink in a bog or swamp. The New E?zglisl& Die-tionary calls this word 'probably imitative' in origin; but compare the group slip, swanzp, plunzp, thump, bump, etc., from which it might well have been built. The Century Dictionary enters wards of the character of croodle, Jump, etc., as perhaps 'imitative words. ' no etymology, or theory of origin, was given for them there. The list is purposely confined mainly to contemporary dialect words. After all, i t is these words which one approaches with fewest predilections, and concerning which, since they are contemporary, our Sprachgefuhl ought to be most reliable. As has been often pointed out, the processes of living dialect speech are often much more important for the investigation of the problems of linguistics, than is investigation of the literary language. That words of this type are the special product of modern times or contemporary conditions is by no means to be assumed. They are likely to be as old in language history as are fusion for~ns, or hybrids, or composites in general. The words in the list cited are aggressively dialectal, i t is admitted. Like all indefinite blends they tend to be telling, forceful words, not neutral ; also they are predominantly rather ugly or unbeautiful formations. In words of special folk or dialect coinage there seems in general to be little striving for the attractive or agreeable. There is marked tendency toward the jocular; but still more characteristic is the focussing of interest in the expressive.
It is probable enough that the words in the short illustrative list cited are not especially well selected from the many that suggest themselves. No doubt some among them may be in origin direct amalgams, or contaminations ; others may not really be amalgams a t all ; they may have had, for example, a purely onomatopoetic origin, or they may be loan words; or they may be mere accidental or capricious perversions of forms already in existence. But some are surely obscure blendings, or reminiscent amalgams, of the type under discussion.
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